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Abstract—In room acoustic modeling, feedback delay networks
(FDN) are known to efficiently model late reverberation due to
their capacity to generate exponentially decaying dense impulses.
However, this method relies on a careful tuning of the different syn-
thesis parameters, either estimated from a pre-recorded impulse
response from the real acoustic scene, or set manually from ex-
perience. In this paper, we present a new method, which still in-
herits the efficiency of the FDN structure, but aims at linking the
parameters of the FDN directly to the geometry setting. This re-
lation is achieved by studying the sound energy exchange between
each delay line using the acoustic radiance transfermethod (RTM).
Experimental results show that the late reverberation modeled by
this method is in good agreement with the virtual geometry setting.

Index Terms—Acoustic radiance transfer, feedback delay net-
works (FDNs), reverberation, room acoustics.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE propagation of a sound within an enclosed space un-
dergoes several reflections and diffraction at walls and ob-

stacles. For a listener in this room, this creates a specific col-
oring, that depends on the position of both sound source and
listener. In many application domains, there is a clear interest
in having efficient means to simulate perceptually, if not phys-
ically, this sound propagation. For example, in applications in-
volving virtual reality (video games, serious games, movies…),
it is of utmost importance to give to the listener the impression of
being immersed in the acoustic scene, sometimes in a dynamic
way [1], [2]. In other applications, such as music recording in a
studio, it may be desired to enrich the original acoustic space in
order to simulate a larger, perceptually more pleasant stage.
The time-domain representation of such room-dependent

sound propagation, between a sound source and a receiver,
is classically characterized by the Room Impulse Response
(RIR). Plenacoustic functions [3]–[5] extend this notion by
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representing the evolution of RIRs as a function of the three-di-
mensional spatial positions of source and receiver. Static
acoustic scenes, neglecting their environmental variations such
as temperature and humidity changes, can be considered as
linear and time-invariant (LTI) systems, which can thus be
uniquely characterized by their plenacoustic functions. Room
impulse responses are classically decomposed into two parts,
that provide distinct perceptual cues: the Early Reflections
(ER) and the Late Reverberation (LR). ER helps in localization
and conveys spatial information about the environment, such
as the shape of the room [6], while LR enhances immersion,
contributing to the perception of the size of the environment,
its amount of furnishing and type of absorptivity [7].
Many techniques have been proposed to compute RIRs in

order to simulate the sound propagation within a room. They can
be roughly divided into geometric and statistical approaches.
On the one hand, geometric approaches rely on physical

principles. For example, the Image Source Method (ISM)
[8], [9] computes specular reflection paths by considering a
set of virtual sources, which are positioned at mirrored loca-
tions with respect to each wall. The ray tracing method [10]
computes sound rays outgoing from the source through the
acoustic scene, and collects them at the receiver. The beam
tracing method [11] classifies reflection paths from a source by
recursively tracing the pyramidal sound beams. A tree structure
can be used to represent the beam path from the source to the
full space enclosure [12]. Due to the fact that computation
time increases rapidly with the reflection order, these geomet-
rical-based methods are mostly used to model the low-order
echoes for early reflections. To overcome this limitation, the
Radiance Transfer Method (RTM), originating from the light
transport algorithm, efficiently models the diffuse reflections
of RIRs and the sound energy decay of the LR [13], [14]. The
RTM decouples the sound source and receiver from the sound
propagation by precomputing a linear operator that defines how
a sound emitted from wall surface patches affects the radiance
of other surfaces. For example, in [15], the so-called acoustic
form factor is derived for diffuse surface reflections, in arbitrary
polyhedral rooms. However, the main limitation of the RTM
is its computational cost: depending on the complexity of the
geometry, it may require hundreds to thousands of convolutions
at run-time, which hinders real-time implementation even with
alternative implementations in the frequency domain [16]–[18].
On the other hand, statistical methods (also termed percep-

tually-based methods) use global acoustic parameters, such as
reverberation time, to model the main perceptual aspects of re-
verberation. In his landmark paper [19], Schroeder introduced
a novel paradigm based on recursive comb filters and allpass
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filters to simulate the multiple echoes. This scheme was later
improved by Moorer [20], and then generalized into a structure
well suited for artificial reverberation called Feedback Delay
Networks (FDN) [21]. This structure is characterized by a set
of delay lines connected in a feedback loop through a feedback
matrix. Jot further studied the FDNs and developed associated
techniques for designing good quality reverberators [22]. Sev-
eral extensions were proposed [23], including a binaural rever-
berator [24]. Other approaches also exist, such as the recently
proposed sparse velvet noise reverberator [25] and the artificial
reverberator in the frequency domain to model the spectral mag-
nitude decay [26]. A comprehensive overview of other artificial
reverberators is given in [27]. It is however known that, given
the structure of a statistical reverberator, it can be a rather te-
dious and empirical task to set all parameters [28], including the
delay lengths, attenuation factors and feedback matrix. Besides,
these statistical methods sometimes make use of measured im-
pulse responses, extracting some global acoustic parameters to
tune the artificial reverberator, thereby ignoring fine details of
the actual room size/shape or material absorptivity. The work in
[29] linked the physics-based digital waveguide mesh (DWM)
model with the feedback delay networks to design a scalable
physics-based artificial reverberator. In a recent study [30], a
genetic algorithm was used to automatically search an optimal
setting of the parameters for a length-4 FDN. A method that au-
tomatically finds the parameters of the FDN approach is recently
proposed in [31] where the parameter estimation performance is
evaluated by both objective and subjective measures.
The goal of this paper is to combine the two classes of ap-

proaches for the synthesis of room reverberation. First, we high-
light some links between RTM and FDN before introducing a
new geometry-based statistical method. Our approach inherits
the computational efficiency of the FDN structure, but aims
at linking the parameters of the FDN directly to the geometry
setting. Such a relation is obtained by studying the sound en-
ergy exchange between each delay line, using the acoustic ra-
diance transfer method. In other words, the main principle of
this hybrid approach, called FDN-RTM, is to relate a FDN sta-
tistical model to the physical room layout, without actual RIR
measurements.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we further

describe the links between the RTM and FDN approaches and
then recall the basics of the acoustic radiance transfer method
and the main computation procedure. In Section III we propose
a new geometrical-based statistical modeling paradigm, and de-
sign the corresponding parameter estimation procedure. Exper-
imental results are given in Section IV. Finally, some conclu-
sions and discussions are suggested in Section V.

II. RADIANCE TRANSFER METHOD

A. Links between RTM and FDN
It can be noticed that, in the radiance transfer method, the iter-

ation of energy exchanges between surface patches can also be
regarded as feedback loops in a feedback delay network, as illus-
trated on Fig. 1. Here, each delay line represents sound reflection
on one surface patch, and the elements of the feedback matrix
contain both an attenuation factor and a time delay . The

Fig. 1. Relation between the Radiance Transfer Method and feedback delay
networks. Left: In the Radiance Transfer Method, the sound bounces back and
forth between surface patches; right: In a feedback delay network, each patch-
to-patch interaction is abstracted as a feedback loop.

sound propagation between wall surface patches are represented
as delay lines in feedback delay loops. It is then of practical in-
terest to combine these two methods, using a feedback delay
network as the synthesis structure, while feedback characteris-
tics are estimated by the acoustic transfer property in the room.
The proposed room geometry-based statistical method then uses
delay lines to represent the group of diffuse reflections between
room surfaces. For the FDN, the convolution of the room im-
pulse response with the dry signal is replaced by mul-
tiplications and a few additions, where N is the number of delay
lines. Thus, in another way, it can also be regarded as an ap-
proximated but computationally efficient structure of the radi-
ance transfer method.

B. Principles of the Radiance Transfer Method
Although some extensions to non-diffuse reflections exist

[32], [33], the most commonly used radiance transfer method
is based on the assumption that all boundaries are diffusely
reflecting, governed by Lambert’s law. Analytically, the radi-
ation density of an infinitesimal wall element, , is defined as
its initial radiation density , plus the contribution of the
radiation density from all other wall elements of the enclosure
at some earlier time , where is the sound

velocity in normal condition. The analytical acoustic radiance
transfer model can be described as:

(1)

where is the reflection kernel which describes how
the outgoing radiation from point at time influences the
radiation density at point after propagation.
To numerically simulate the radiation exchange, the room

surface is discretized into small planar patches. The radi-
ation density of patch after diffuse reflections can be written
in discretized form as:

(2)

where is the average distance between patch and , and
is a form factor which is the integral of over patch and
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the form factor for diffuse reflections. and are
the areas of the patches in consideration, and are the angles between the
normal to the surface and the line joining the centres of the two patches, and
is the distance between the two patches.

, defining the fraction of energy leaving patch and incident on
patch . The total radiation density from patch can be written
as:

(3)

where is the initial radiation density of patch , dis-
tributed directly from the sound source.
The analytical expression of the form factor is derived

by [15] as:

(4)

where is the visibility factor between patch and ,
is the area of patch , is the distance between the points of
integration on and , as shown on Fig. 2. Together with the
diffuse coefficient and the patch-to-patch propagation delay,
patch-to-patch responses are formed, which correspond to the
reflection kernel .
At the initial stage, the sound energy from the source is

distributed to each surface patch, forming the so-called initial
shooting matrix. Then, the sound energy is propagated within
the enclosure and is exchanged between surface patches. After
high-order reflections, the resulting responses are gathered
from each surface patch to the listener, using the final gathering
matrix. It is worth noting that the high-order reflection response
is independent from the positions of the source and the listener.
This property makes this method suitable for dynamic scene
rendering, when both source and listener move, as only initial
shooting and final gathering matrices require a real-time update.
Several studies have shown that the radiance transfer method

is effective in predicting the reverberation characteristics of a
given room. In [15], predictions were made in three spheric
enclosures of varying size and absorptivity. Prediction results
show that the radiance transfer method simulates impulse re-
sponses with almost the same acoustic characteristic values,
including reverberation time (RT), steady-state sound-pressure
and the average radiation density, compared with analytical so-
lutions [34]. In [14], further investigations were made by com-
paring with real measured data in a squash court, a classroom

and an office. Experimental results have shown that the purely
diffused radiance transfer method can predict the room sound
field with good accuracy, and, in general, better than the predic-
tion made by purely specular ray tracing methods. In the rest of
this paper, we therefore take RTM as the baseline method for
modeling late reverberation.

III. GEOMETRY-BASED STATISTICAL MODEL

In this section, a new geometrical-based statistical model is
presented, named FDN-RTM. The name of the model comes
from two parts. In the one hand, it borrows the FDN structure
for its efficient implementation and flexible parameter settings.
In the other hand, the order-1 patch-to-patch responses from the
radiance transfer method are used to estimate the parameters
of the FDN structure, in order to synthesize a realistic impulse
response as expected from the specified room geometry.

A. Relation between FDN and RTM
The basic idea of radiance transfer method is to divide the

room surface into patches, and to model how the outgoing ra-
diance from one patch will affect the outgoing radiance of all
the other patches after order-1 diffuse reflection. High order re-
flections can also be achieved. This is similar to the structure of
feedback delay networks where the signal from one delay line
will be sent to other delay lines according to the feedback ma-
trix, in order to increase the energy mixture between them. If
we replace each patch-to-patch interaction by a delay line, and
set the feedback matrix with the corresponding form factors, we
can, theoretically, construct a huge FDN with hundreds to thou-
sands of delay lines, which then would be equivalent to the ra-
diance transfer model.
However, in most cases of late reverberation, the trend of the

energy decay is sufficient to perceive the dimension and layout
of the environment. Thus, we can ignore the precisemodel of the
delay and amplitude of each pulse in the room impulse response,
and only focus on modeling the global energy exchange statis-
tics. This suggests that a simplified RTM model can be used,
by grouping the patch-to-patch energy interactions, in order to
reduce the number of delay lines. The parameter of each delay
line is determined by the average value of the patch-to-patch
delays of the corresponding group and the accumulated surface
absorption factors.
The range and distribution of the delay lengths can also guide

the choice of delay units in the FDN structure. To illustrate this,
we have computed the distribution of occurrence and energy for
different delays of the non-convex room displayed in Fig. 3 -
Room 1. This room is modeled using 5248 patches. The distri-
bution of occurrence and energy is shown in Fig. 4. Note that
the distribution of energy for different delays is the product of
the distribution of their occurrence with the energy transported
by the corresponding delays. Although the occurrence of short
delays is low, patch-to-patch sound interactions with short de-
lays convey important energy, mainly because short delays nor-
mally come from neighboring patches and transport consider-
ably more energy than longer delays, according to (4). A closer
look at Fig. 4 reveals that both the occurrence distribution and
the energy distribution have small peaks at around 390, 540,
800 and 1050 samples, which correspond to distances of 3, 4, 6
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Fig. 3. The experimental geometries. Room 1: non-convex room of outside dimension m m m. Room 2: rectangular room of dimension m m m.
Room 3: corridor of dimension m m m. Room 4: gallery of outside dimension m m m. It should be noted that the triangular patches
do not illustrate the real patching density during the computation of the RTM algorithm.

Fig. 4. Distribution of occurrence and energy for different patch-to-patch
delays due to diffuse reflections for Room 1. Top: histogram of occurrence.
Bottom: histogram of energy. The dotted lines illustrate some peaks of the
distributions. The sampling rate is 44.1 kHz.

and 8 m, respectively. Considering the dimensions of the room,
these peaks reveal some of its acoustic modes. These distribu-
tions can be exploited to appropriately choose delay units which
are related to the dimension and shape of the room. Optimal
clustering algorithms (such as K-means) can also be used to
find the optimal quantization of the delays based on their oc-
currence distribution. In some special cases the modes are even
more easily observed, such as for the long corridor room dis-
played in Fig. 3 - Room 3. The delay distribution, as shown in
Fig. 5, has a strong peak at around 250 samples, which corre-
sponds to 2 m, the width of the corridor. In such cases, the de-
lays can be chosen around the strong peak values to model the
acoustic modes.

B. System Structure

The proposed reverberator is illustrated in Fig. 6. It consists
of a FDN-RTM for late reverberation, as shown in the upper
frame, and a series of early reflections, as shown in the lower
frame.
The structure of the FDN-RTM is similar to the feedback

delay network proposed in [22], except that for each delay line,
an initial delay unit and a post delay unit are added before and
after the recursive circuit, respectively. Each delay line repre-
sents a group of order-1 patch-to-patch sound reflections, where
the delay unit is determined by the mean patch-to-patch delay

Fig. 5. Distribution of occurrence and energy for different patch-to-patch
delays due to diffuse reflections for Room 3. Top: histogram of occurrence.
Bottom: histogram of energy. The dotted lines highlight the main peak of the
distributions. The sampling rate is 44.1 kHz.

of each group. The initial delay unit is the mean delay from the
sound source to the grouped patches, and the post delay unit is
the mean delay from the grouped patches to the receiver. Since
the dry input sound has to pass through the initial delay, the
post delay and at least once through the patch-to-patch delays,
the output reverberant sound actually models sound reflections
starting from the second order. Thus, the first order sound re-
flections have to be modeled and added using the FIR filters in
the lower frame.
Let denote the set of patch-to-patch sound interactions in

group . Then, if the total number of groups is , the corre-
sponding feedback delay network will have delay lines as
depicted in Fig. 6.

C. Parameter Estimation

The parameters of proposed FDN-RTM are estimated as fol-
lows using the order-1 patch-to-patch interactions in the radi-
ance transfer model.
1. FeedbackMatrix: The element in the feedbackmatrix

actually describes the proportion of energy which is transported
by the patch-to-patch interactions within group , that will be
diffusely reflected and go to some other patch-to-patch interac-
tions in group , during an order-1 diffuse reflection.
Let us denote as the total energy transported by the patch-

to-patch energy exchange in group , and the total energy
received by group because of the diffuse reflections of group
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Fig. 6. Structure of the FDN-RTMmethod. The input dry signal in the left undergoes feedback delay loops to generate the late reverberation (upper part) and
a series of attenuated and delayed taps to synthesize the early reflections (lower part). The estimation of the parameters in the structure is detailed in Section III-C.

. They can be estimated from the form factors in the RTM
model as:

(5)

(6)

The feedback coefficient is defined as:

(7)

(8)

.
According to the energy conservation principle, (8) will be

satisfied if the form factors are computed with ideal precision.
Using the form-factor calculation in [15], the curved surface
integration is simplified to planar surface integration where the
mean distance and angle are used as approximation.When using
such approximated form factors, each row only approximately
sums to 1.
Note that the radiance transfer method models the propaga-

tion of the sound energy within an enclosure, and thus is based
on sound intensity. The feedback coefficients estimated by the
radiance transfer method are also energy-based. Since the in-
tended input of a FDN is the sound pressure of the source signal
and the intended output is the sound pressure of the reverberant
signal, FDN parameters must be designed to process sound pres-
sure. With unit outgoing energy from group , the outgoing
energy of group due to the radiation from is . In
real sound propagation this amount of energy may con-
tain multiple pulses. In the FDN-RTM model, this group of
pulses are represented by a single pulse with sound pressure of

, which contains the equal total sound energy. Thus, in
order to synthesize the sound pressure impulse response from
the FDN-RTM structure with equivalent energy, the elements
in the feedback matrix need to be set to the square-root of the
energy-based values.

...
. . .

... (9)

The signs of these entries can then be chosen according to the
procedure described in Section III-E.
2. Attenuation Filters: The attenuation filters in tradi-

tional FDNs are low-pass filters, which model the frequency-
dependent absorption of the surface material and air [35]. In
the case of FDN-RTM, the attenuations are energy-weighted
mean reflection coefficients of all the emitting patches within
the group:

(10)

where is the mean reflection coefficient for frequency band
of group , is the material reflection coefficient of patch

for frequency band , and the corresponding form factor.
In the Sabine formula the concept of absorption area is the

equivalent absorption weighted by the area of each material. In
(10), the absorption area of each patch is also expressed, but is
hidden in the form factor, where large patches emit more energy
than small patches and thus their absorption coefficients take
more importance in the summation.
The frequency-dependent absorption of the surface material

can be modeled by a first order low-pass filter, as shown in
Fig. 7. Its frequency response is:

(11)
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Fig. 7. Implementation of first order low-pass filter.

which has a ratio between zero and Nyquist
frequencies. Thus, the factor can be estimated using the mean
reflection coefficients of materials at zero and Nyquist frequen-
cies as:

(12)

However, acoustic absorption properties of materials are often
only available from 125 Hz until 4 kHz or 8 kHz. When desired,
the target response at Nyquist frequency can be approximated
from the 4 kHz or 8 kHz octave band absorption coefficients.
Higher order filters can be designed using digital filtering

techniques based on AR (all-pole), MA (FIR), or ARMA (pole-
zero) modeling. The selection of a filter depends on the target
criteria of the design and the available data. The Gauss-Newton
method can be used to fit the absorption coefficients of the oc-
tave bands and to optimism the filter coefficients.
3. Delay Units: In FDN-based artificial reverberators, the

delay lengths are usually chosen as mutual prime numbers
around the mean free path given by:

(13)

where is the total volume of the room, and is total surface
area enclosing the room. In [36] the delays of delay units are
also suggested to be distributed over a ratio of 1:1.5.
For the FDN-RTM, the mean delay length for the th

delay line is calculated as the energy-weighted mean delay
length for all the patch-to-patch delays within that group:

(14)

The delay lengths calculated using (14) represent the true energy
decay rate for each group, but may not be the best combination
for sound quality. For good sound synthesis quality, it is desir-
able to adjust the delay lengths to be mutual prime numbers.
For example, if we want to model the frequency modes shown
in Fig. 4, some of the delay units can be chosen as prime num-
bers around the peaks of the delay distributions. Alternatively,
we can choose the delay values that minimize the average error
to represent the delay distribution. In order to keep the energy
decaying rate unchanged, the attenuation of the delay line needs
to be modified accordingly when its length is adjusted:

(15)

where is the mean delay length for a certain delay line calcu-
lated by (14), is the mean attenuation by order-1 reflection,
is the adjusted delay length and is the attenuation factor that
needs to be modified accordingly.

4. Early Reflections: Early reflections need to be accurately
modelled since they play a key role in 3D sound perception
in a room. To that aim, realistic geometric-based model should
be used. For simple geometries, the delays and
attenuations filters of early reflections can be
estimated, up to the third order for interactive update rate, using
traditional ISM [8]. These parameters can also be estimated by
beam tracing [12] or other recent methods [37], [38] since they
achieve interactive performance for both moving sources and
receivers. Since the modeling of early reflections is not the focus
of the paper, interested authors are encouraged to refer to [39],
[40].
5. Pre-mixing and Post-mixing Coefficients: We name

the pre-mixing delays, and the gains
in Fig. 6, and relate them to the initial shooting matrix used in
the radiance transfer model. The sound starting from the source
is first reflected at the boundary into the designed groups.
The delays are chosen as the average integer
number of such initial delays. The coefficients are
the amounts of energy emitted from the source which go to
each group after the initial shooting.
The post-mixing delays and gains

are estimated from the final gathering matrix in a similar way.

D. Stability of the Feedback Delay Networks
Although the parameters estimated above satisfy the energy-

conservation principle, the feedback loops in the feedback delay
networks impose further constraints to keep the system stable.
Let where is the feedback matrix and is the

attenuation coefficient matrix. Using a matrix form, the system
equation of Fig. 6 becomes:

(16)

where is the delay matrix

. . . (17)

The iterative feedback given in (16) can be rewritten as:

(18)

If we decompose using an eigenvalue decomposition,

(19)

where the diagonal elements of are the eigenvalues, and is
the eigenmatrix, the high order reflections in (18) are expressed
as:

(20)
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Since the product of the delay matrix , the eigenmatrix and
its inverse (underlined in (20)) do not change the energy of the
reflected sound, in order to make the system stable, it is suffi-
cient to keep the largest eigenvalue in smaller than 1. Note
that the gathers the eigenvalues of the product of the feed-
back matrix and the reflection coefficients matrix.
The non-negative matrix , estimated using the radiance

transfer method, has its dominant eigenvalue usually much
larger than 1, which contains the DC component of its non-neg-
ative entries. Therefore, the square-root matrix cannot be
directly used as feedback matrix. It is known that real unitary
matrices, whose columns are mutually orthogonal, have their
eigenvalues lying on the unit circle and thus are feasible feed-
back matrices for lossless feedback systems. Switching the
signs of certain entries ( and ) does not alter the energy
of the system, but introduces phase inversions of the room
impulse response. Therefore, by intentionally designing the
grouping scheme and switching the signs of some entries as
below, near orthogonal matrices are expected to be found for
feedback delay networks.

E. Even-energy Grouping Scheme
The grouping scheme can be designed in different ways,

with various factors under consideration. This section gives an
example of a grouping scheme with even energy for each group.
Such a grouping scheme gives near uniform-entry matrices
which can be transformed to mutually orthogonal Hadamard
matrices.
Scaled Hadamard matrices are widely used in feedback

delay networks. Their entries are either or ,
where is the number of delay lines. The eigenvectors of such
Hadamard matrices all lie on the unit circle and the absolute
value of the eigenvalues are constant and equal to 1.
There are several ways to construct Hadamard matrices. If

is a Hadamard matrix of dimension , then
the Hadamard matrix of dimension can be constructed
from as:

(21)

Since the form factors contain several hidden geometry infor-
mation in theirs values (for example, the patch size, distance
to patches and angles), patch-to-patch interactions with sim-
ilar form factors are likely to be obtained from neighboring or
symmetric positions in the room. Also, because of the isotropic
scattering property of each patch, form factors with neighboring
or symmetric positions are likely to have similar scattering be-
haviors to other patches. Thus, in order to obtain a uniform-
entry feedback matrix, we design a grouping scheme which
assigns form factors with similar scattering behaviors to dif-
ferent groups. Their similarity in scattering behavior is indi-
cated by the energy that they transport. The detailed procedure
is described below. Since it is not a closed-form solution, the
grouping scheme listed here is just an approach to obtain an ap-
proximated mutually orthogonal matrix.
The form factors are first sorted into descending order by their

transported energy. We assume that the sorted energy is nearly

Fig. 8. Even-energy group assignment scheme for FDN-RTM with four delay
lines. The form factors with the same color denote that they are assigned to the
same group.

linearly descending with the same decreasing step. We take the
first form factors as Bin 1 and assign them to different groups,
where is the order of the desired feedback matrix. Then for
the to form factors, Bin 2, we do the same, assigning
each of them to a different group, but in a circular order. An ex-
ample of the assigning order for is shown in Fig. 8. In
this example, Group 1 takes the first, second, third and fourth
form factors from the four bins respectively. Group 2, in a cir-
cular order, takes the second, third, fourth and first form factors
from the four bins, and so on. The same procedure continues for
the next 16 form factors.
A grouping scheme designed in this way guarantees that both

the total transmitted energy in each group and the scattered en-
ergy to the other groups are almost evenly distributed, which re-
sults in a near uniform-entry feedback matrix. Such a matrix is
then square-rooted and the signs of the entries are switched ac-
cording to the signs of the Hadamard matrix. The resulting ma-
trix is an approximation of the Hadamard matrix, which makes
the feedback system stable and lossless, while still related to the
main physical phenomena.

F. FDN-RTM Algorithm
The different steps of FDN-RTM algorithm are summarized

in Fig. 9:
1) Decompose the room geometry into patches.
2) Calculate the diffuse form factors for all patch-to-patch re-

flections using (4). Calculate the distribution of the patch-
to-patch delays, and choose the delay units around the dis-
tribution peaks, or quantized delay values which minimize
the average error.

3) Sort the form factors based on the transported energy. As-
sign them to groups as shown in Fig. 8.

4) Estimate the FDN-RTM parameters as detailed in
Section III-C: the feedback matrix using ((5)–(8)), the
attenuation factors for each delay line using (10), the
low-pass filter coefficients using (12), and the average
delay length using (14).

5) Square-root the feedback matrix and switch the signs of the
entries according to the signs of the Hadamard matrix.
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Fig. 9. Process of finding the parameters of the FDN-RTM algorithm.

TABLE I
WALL REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS SETTINGS OF THE

EXPERIMENTAL GEOMETRIES

6) Using (15), adjust the attenuation factors of each delay line
based on the average delay length (in step 4) and the chosen
delay units (in step 2).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Geometry
We use both the proposed FDN-RTM and the traditional ra-

diance transfer method, taken as reference, to model the dif-
fuse late reverberation of a set of 4 rooms with different shapes
and dimensions. The experimental geometries are displayed in
Fig. 3.
Room 1 is a non-convex roomwith dimension m m m

and uniform reflection coefficients are 0.9. Room 2 is a rectan-
gular room with dimension m m m. Room 3 is a
long corridor with dimension m m m. Room 4 is a
more complex gallery geometry. The main shape of the gallery
is a rectangular room with dimension m m m,
with four pillars and a few small box-shaped or cone-shaped ob-
stacles on the floor. The triangular mesh of the geometry is first
simplified to 325 triangles in order to remove the fine details
of the architecture, and then decomposed into 435 patches with
variable size for the computation of the patch-to-patch interac-
tions. The wall reflection factors of the four rooms are shown in
Table I.

B. Simulation Example
We use Room 1, the non-convex room, as an example to show

the parameter estimation process for a FDN-RTM of order 8
and its modeling results. The source and the receiver are both
assumed to be located at position [3,3,1.5]. The surfaces are
divided into 164 patches, with uniform patch size of m .

Fig. 10. Room impulse response synthesized for Room 1 with FDN-RTM
using 8 delay lines.

TABLE II
PREDICTION OF REVERBERATION TIME USING THE RTM, FDN-RTM

AND SABINE FORMULA. THE REVERBERATION TIMES ARE IN
SECONDS, AND THE ERRORS ARE IN PERCENTAGE

The delay units are chosen as the prime number around the
peaks of the delay distribution. The feedbackmatrix is estimated
using the even-energy grouping scheme, and is near orthogonal
with eigenvalues of amplitudes around 1 (0.997, 0.997, 1.001,
0.999, 0.999, 1.000, 1.004, 1.003).
Fig. 10 shows the synthesized reverberation (normalized) for

room 1 using 8 delay lines. Thanks to the feedback structure, the
reflection density of simulated echoes increases rapidly as time
increases, which gives sufficient echo density for late reverber-
ation. The amplitudes of the echoes decrease smoothly with an
exponential rate. Subjective listening tests of synthesized sig-
nals for speech and music samples shows that satisfying sound
quality with smooth reverberant sound can be obtained with at
least 8 delay lines.

C. Numerical Analysis
The parameters of FDN-RTM are estimated from the Ra-

diance Transfer Model. Thus, it is of interest to see if the
FDN-RTM models the energy decay in a similar way as the
Radiance Transfer Method. We use the energy decay curve to
compare these two methods.
Fig. 11 shows the energy decay curves of the impulse re-

sponses synthesized using FDN-RTM and RTM for the four
rooms. It is shown that the impulse responses estimated by
FDN-RTM are exponentially decreasing, which is shown as
linearly decreasing on a logarithmic scale (dB). This is due to
the fact that the estimated feedback matrix is near unitary and
system poles are of near unit amplitude. The decay rates of
FDN-RTM agree well with those simulated using RTM, which
shows that FDN-RTM can be used as an alternative method
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TABLE III
COMPUTATION TIME CONSUMED FOR RTM AND FDN-RTM WITH 4, 8 AND 16 DELAY LINES TO COMPUTE A ONE-SECOND ROOM IMPULSE RESPONSE.

THE COMPUTER USED FOR THIS SIMULATION HAS A 2.8 GHZ CPU AND 8 GB RAM

Fig. 11. Energy decay curves of the wideband impulse responses synthesized
using FDN-RTM and RTM. The -axis is kept within [0,1] s and the -axis is
within [0, -60] dB.

to RTM in application cases where the late reverberation is
assumed diffusely reflected and only the general decay rate is
of interest to the perception.
Table II compares the reverberation time estimated by

the RTM (reference), FDN-RTM and Sabine formula for the
four rooms. The estimated by Sabine formula for Room
4 is an approximated value where the volume of the room is
simplified by considering only the volume of themain shoe-box,
four pillars and the windows. Thus the Sabine prediction is not
guaranteed to be accurate for Room 4.
The reverberation times estimated by FDN-RTM agree well

with those estimated by RTM and Sabine formula. However, the
reverberation times estimated by FDN-RTM are slightly longer.
The main reason is that the feedback matrix estimated using
even-energy grouping scheme has some eigenvalues slightly
higher than the others, which makes the corresponding delay
lines decay slower. Note that the synthesized reverberation of
Room 4 has a higher error compared to RTM, mainly because
the estimated feedback matrix is not perfectly unitary (its largest
eigenvalues being 1.076).
Although the experimental geometries have high reflection

coefficients, the FDN-RTM networks also work for more ab-
sorptive materials in the same way as for the low absorptive
materials. The feedback matrix estimated using the even-energy
grouping scheme in Section III-E is nearly unitary, and thus is
lossless in the feedback delay networks structure. The energy
decaying trend of the reverberation is affected by the estimated
attenuation filter of each delay line (estimated by the absorption
characteristics of the walls).

D. Computation Performance
While achieving comparable simulation results for late re-

verberation, FDN-RTM requires a much smaller computation
time than the RTM during the pre-computation stage and the
real-time rendering. Table III compares the computation times
for both methods on a standard PC.
Here, the pre-computation time for the RTM includes the de-

composition of the geometry, the calculation of the form fac-
tors and the computation of high order patch-to-patch responses.
The rendering for the RTM includes the generation of the room
impulse response and the convolution of the RIR with the dry
signal. The pre-computation for FDN-RTMmethod includes the
decomposition of the geometry, the calculation of form factors,
the even-energy grouping scheme and the parameters estima-
tion. The rendering for FDN-RTM method includes the feed-
back loops of the input signal, which requires multi-
plications and some additions/delays during the feedback loops,
as shown in Fig. 6.
The FDN-RTM can be regarded as a simplified and efficient

implementation of the RTM using only a few delay lines, while
the original RTM uses several hundreds to thousands of patch-
to-patch interactions. By increasing the number of delay lines,
the sound quality increases, at the price of a higher computation
load. The computation time for FDN-RTM using 4 to 16 delay
lines is shown in Table III. The pre-computation time for the
FDN-RTM depends on the complexity of the geometry, i.e. the
number of patches. After the parameters of the FDN-RTM are
estimated during the pre-computation stage, the rendering time
is independent of the complexity of the geometry, and increases
almost linearly with the number of delay lines.
To render a one-second signal, FDN-RTM takes about 100

to 500 ms during run-time on a standard computer, depending
on the number of delay lines. This makes this geometry-based
reverberator suitable for real-time processing. It should be em-
phasized that this is typically 2 to 3 orders of magnitude less
than needed by the RTM.

E. Subjective Analysis
In this section, we evaluate the perceptual quality of reverber-

ated sounds as synthesized by the FDN-RTM model, for both
speech and instrumental signals. Informal listening sessions in-
dicate that, using only 4 delay lines, the reverberant sounds
feature a slightly metallic quality. When the number of delay
lines increases, this metallic attribute is reduced, with more nat-
ural-sounding reverberant signals.
To evaluate more formally the sound quality of the late re-

verberation, subjective listening tests were conducted according
to the ITU-RBS.1534 Multiple Stimulus with Hidden Refer-
ence and Anchor (MUSHRA) recommendation [41]. The tests
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TABLE IV
MATERIAL ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS FROM 125 HZ TO 8000 HZ FOR ROOM 1

Fig. 12. Listening test results for reverberation using FDN-RTM with 4, 8 and
16 delay lines.

were performed using professional-grade headphones (Beyer-
dynamic DT770 Pro). 10 listeners (excluding the authors) were
involved, 9 males and 1 female, aged between 20 and 32, all of
themwith some previous experience of listening tests. The input
dry signals are eight excerpts of anechoic recordings of speech,
piano, cello and trumpet sounds selected from [42], [43], each
with a duration of about 7-10 s. The instrumental signals are
mostly legato. Room 1 and Room 4 were used as simulation en-
vironment. The reflection coefficients of Room 4 were modified
to have s and the of Room 1 is kept at 1.10 s.
Sixteen test sessions were carried out by synthesizing the rever-
berant sounds of the eight input signals in the two testing rooms.
In each session, the reverberation generated by the RTM was
used as reference. As suggested in [41], the anchor signal was
obtained by low-pass filtering the reference signal with a cut-off
frequency of 3.5 kHz. The signals under evaluation were gener-
ated by the FDN-RTM using 4, 8 and 16 delay lines, with param-
eters estimated by the room geometries. Some sound examples
used in the tests can be found on the companion website.1
Before the main test, listeners had to perform a training

phase: the listeners were exposed to the nature of the rever-
berant signals used in the test in order to gain experience in
listening. During the main test, the listeners were asked to
rate the sound quality of the various reverberant samples. The
experiment takes 20-25 mins for each listener.
Fig. 12 shows the statistics of the sound quality rated by the

listeners. The boxplots shown in the diagrams contain the me-
dian, upper, lower quartiles and outliers. The results of piano,
cello and trumpet are averaged on a single diagram for the sake
of conciseness, and also for the reason that they show similar re-
sults. The results clearly show that the sound quality increases
with the number of delay lines for both voice and musical in-
struments. Although FDN-RTM with 4 delay lines can produce

1http://perso.telecom-paristech.fr/~hbai/demo_ASLP2015/

Fig. 13. Frequency-dependent energy decay for Room 1modeled with the low-
pass filter.

excellent sound quality in some cases, in general, its produced
sound quality is irregular and thus is not recommended for prac-
tical use. The sound quality has noticeable improvement from
4 delay lines to 8 delay lines. With 16 delay lines, the rever-
berant sound becomes smoother and is nearly as good as the
RTM. Some listeners have confused the FDN-RTM with 16
delay lines with the reference. In general, the reverberant sounds
are of higher quality for musical sources than for vocal sources,
especially where a small number of delay lines is used. In con-
clusion, to obtain satisfactory sound quality for the late rever-
beration, it is suggested to use at least 8 delay lines for the
FDN-RTM.

F. Frequency-dependent Reverberation

For realistic reverberation simulation, the reverberation time
is modeled in different octave bands following the magnitude
response characteristics of the wall absorption filter.
As an example, the walls of Room 1 are selected with

frequency-dependent absorption materials [44], as shown in
Table IV. The source and the receiver are both assumed to be
located at position [3,3,1.5] m.
A first-order low-pass filter is designed using (12) to model

the frequency-dependent characteristics of the absorption ma-
terials. The absorption coefficients at 125 Hz and 8000 Hz are
combined to determine the low-pass filter coefficient . The
energy decay relief (EDR) of the synthesized room impulse re-
sponse is shown in Fig. 13. The at zero frequency is about
2.10 s, while at 22.05 kHz it is about 0.45 s.
Still, this first-order low-pass filter provides only a very crude

approximation of the complex frequency-dependency absorp-
tion of real rooms. Using the Gauss-Newtonmethod to fit the ab-
sorption coefficients and design the frequency-dependent filter
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Fig. 14. Reverberation time in different octave bands. The FDN-RTM uses
third-order filters to model the frequency dependent characteristics of the wall
materials.

TABLE V
COMPUTATION TIME CONSUMED FOR FND-RTM USING 8 DELAY

LINES WITH VARIOUS ORDERS OF FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT
FILTERS TO COMPUTE A ONE-SECOND RIR

can increase the modeling accuracy of the frequency charac-
teristics. Fig. 14 shows the s of octave bands of the mod-
eled impulse response using third-order filters, comparing with
the Sabine calculated octave band s and the RTM modeled

s. The Sabine prediction of the reverberation time in dif-
ferent octave bands is calculated as:

(22)

It can be seen that the low-pass property is well modeled by
a third-order filter, although the transition from the high-am-
plitude frequency band to the low-amplitude frequency band is
slower compared to the ideal RTM and Sabine estimations. In
our experiments, we choose the third-order filter for realistic re-
verberation synthesis, as it is sufficient to model the frequency
dependent characteristics for most materials. Further increasing
the order of the filter brings in little improvement to the modeled
frequency characteristics while also increasing the computation
time. The computation time using filters of increasing order is
summarized in Table V.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we propose a new method which implements a
simplified radiance transfer method using the Feedback Delay
Network structure. It inherits the accuracy of the physical model
of the acoustic radiance transfer method, at a much lower com-
putational load. The sound quality approaches that of the ra-
diance transfer method, with the increase of delay lines. This
method can simulate room acoustic characteristics, and synthe-
size virtual reverberation in real time, taking into account the

physical characteristics of the simulated room. Further exten-
sions can investigate the grouping scheme, in order to obtain a
more flexible group design, and possibly to introduce spatial in-
formation for each group.
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